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Introduction

Phenomenon: Root vowels in Guébie (Kru) [Côte d’Ivoire] are replaced with vowels of particular
aﬃxes1 :
(1)

/jIla3.3 +O2 /
→ [jOlO3.2 ], *[jIla-O3.3.2 ], *[jIlO3.2 ]
ask+3.. → ‘ask him’

is vowel replacement process is complex in two ways:
1. It only occurs in particular morphosyntactic environments.
2. It only occurs in 33% of Guébie roots.
estion: How do morphology and phonology interact such that both morphosyntactic and lexical information combine to trigger a phonological process?
Solution:
• Cophonologies, or morpheme-speciﬁc phonological grammars, drive vowel replacement
only in particular contexts (Orgun 1996; Anila 2002; Inkelas and Zoll 2005).
• Diﬀerences in phonological encoding strength of vowels condition diﬀerent levels of inputoutput faithfulness, allowing some vowels to alternate where others do not (Smolensky
et al. 2014; Inkelas 2015; Moore-Cantwell 2017; Pycha et al. 2017).
In this way, vowel replacement is driven by morpheme-speciﬁc constraint rankings and is limited
by strong faithfulness to strongly encoded vowels.
Road map:
§ 1 Introduction
§ 2 Morphosyntactic conditioning of vowel replacement
§ 3 Lexical speciﬁcity of vowel replacement
§ 4 A multiple-grammar constraint-based approach
§ 5 Conclusion
*

Many thanks to the Guébie community, especially Sylvain Bodji, Olivier Agodio, and Serikpa Emil. anks also
to Sharon Inkelas, Larry Hyman, Peter Jenks, and Dasha Kavitskaya for comments on various versions of this work.
1
Guébie has four tone heights, marked with numbers 1-4, where 4 is high.
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Morphosyntactic conditioning of vowel replacement
• Morphemes diﬀer in whether they
1. trigger vowel replacement of root vowels,
2. undergo ATR harmony with the root.
• On monosyllabic roots, it is diﬃcult to see the eﬀect of vowel replacement, because all
roots end in vowels, and when a vowel-initial suﬃx is added, the normal hiatus resolution
process of the language is to delete to root-ﬁnal vowel.
• Ex: /ái2 -o2 /, ﬁnish-, is pronounced [áo2 ], *[áio2.2 ].
• For this reason, I use disyllabic examples throughout.
• Nominalizer: No harmony, no replacement
(2)

Nominalizer: no ATR harmony, no replacement
Verb
Nominalized Gloss
3.1
a. jeáe
jeáe-li3.1.2
‘knowing’
2.2
b. sumu
sumo-li2.2.2
‘boiling’
2.4
2.4.2
c. gbala
gbala-li
‘climbing’
3.3
3.3.2
d. bala
bala-li
‘hiing’

• Passive: ATR harmony, no replacement
(3)

Passive: ATR harmony, no replacement
Verb
Passive Gloss
a. ái2
á-o2
‘be ﬁnished’
2.2
2.2
b. sumu
sum-o
‘be boiled’
2.3
2.32
c. jili
jil-o
‘be stolen’
d. bala3.3
bal-O3.2
‘be hit’
3.3
3.2
e. jIla
jIl-O
‘be asked’

• Object enclitics: No harmony, replacement
• Here we see replacement, where the initial vowel of a root surfaces with the same
features as the object enclitic.
– is complete vowel replacement occurs regardless of the ATR quality of root
vowels.
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Object enclitics: Vowel replacement, No Harmony
Verb
Object Verb+Obj
Gloss
a. jili2.3
=O2
jOl=O2.32 , *jil=O2.32 ‘steal him’
b. jili2.3
=E2
jEl=E2.32 , *jil=E2.32 ‘steal it’
c. jili2.3
=I2
jIl=I2.32 , *jil=I2.32
‘steal them’
3.3
2
d. jIla
=O
jOl=O3.2 , *jIl=O3.2
‘ask him’
e. jIla3.3
=E2
jEl=E3.2 , *jIl=E3.2
‘ask it’
3.3
2
3.2
f. jIla
=I
jIl=I
‘ask them’
g. bala3.3 =O2
bOl=O3.2 , *bal=O3.2 ‘hit him’
h. bala3.3 =E2
bEl=E3.2 , *bal=E3.2 ‘hit it’
3.3
2
i. bala
=I
bIl=I3.2 , *bal=I3.2
‘hit them’

• Plural morphemes: Harmony, replacement
(5)

Plural: Vowel replacement, Harmony
Noun Plural Plural noun Gloss
a. áuli3.3
/-I/
áil-i3.3
‘cow’
b. wUlI4.4
/-I/
wIl-I4.4
‘goat’

• Summary:
• Vowel replacement occurs in object enclitic and plural contexts, but not elsewhere.
• Vowel harmony occurs in passive and plural contexts, but not in all contexts.
(6)

Morphemes by phonological property
Harmony No Harmony
No replacement S
D
C
1/2.
P
N
A
R
Replacement
P
3.

• e shaded cells are morphemes that occur in nominal domains, while the other morphemes occur on verb roots.
• To account for the fact that vowel replacement and ATR harmony occur in some contexts
but not others, I propose modeling the data in Cophonology eory (Orgun 1996; Inkelas
et al. 1997; Anila 2002; Inkelas and Zoll 2005, 2007).
• Cophonology eory allows for distinct constraint rankings triggered by diﬀerent
morphosyntactic constructions in the same language.
• In section 4 I present the constraint rankings necessary to derive the diﬀerent levels
of replacement in Guébie.
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Lexical speciﬁcity of vowel replacement
• In this section I address the lexical conditioning of vowel replacement.
• e vowel replacement facts described in section 2 only occur in 33% of roots.
• is number is based on a corpus of 3577 distinct morphemes, and over 5000 uerances, collected primarily in Gnagbodougnoa, Côte d’Ivoire between 2013 and 2017.
• Note that in non-replaceable roots, object enclitics retain their underlying ATR quality (no
harmony), while plural suﬃxes take the ATR quality of the root they aach to (harmony).
(7)

Non-replaceable roots in object contexts (No harmony)
Root
Root=O2
Gloss
2.2
2.2
2.2
a. sumu
sum=O , *sOmO
‘boil him’
3.2
3.2.2
3.2
b. éUla
éUl=O , *éOlO
‘take him’

(8)

Non-replaceable roots in plural contexts (Harmony)
Noun
Plural noun Gloss
3.3
a. nun@
nun-i3.3
‘story’
3.3
b. tElE
tEl-I3.3
‘snake’

• I propose that the diﬀerence between roots that undergo replacement (4, 5) and those that
do not (7, 8) is due to a diﬀerence in phonological encoding strength.
• Namely, roots that undergo replacement have a weakly phonologically encoded initial
vowel (see Smolensky et al. 2014; Inkelas 2015; Rosen 2016; Moore-Cantwell 2017 and Pycha
et al. 2017 for recent analyses of alternations depending on encoding strength).
• Weakly encoded vowels have also been also called latent, ﬂoating, or defective vowels
(cf. Zoll 1996).
• Here I follow the Kru literature in notating weakly encoded vowels as superscripted
(Marchese 1979; Zogbo 2016): ba la3.3 , ‘hit’.
• By contrast, those segments which are not wrien as superscripts are considered to
be strongly encoded.
• Support for an encoding strength analysis comes from the fact that the same set of roots
that undergo vowel replacement also undergo vowel reduction.
(9)

CVCV reduced to CCV (syl_20161207)
CVCV CCV
Gloss
3.3
3
a. bala
bra
‘hit’
3
3.3
‘cut down’
b. kala
kra
c. tulu4.4 tru4
‘chase’
3
3.3
‘ask’
d. jIla
jra
2.2
2
e. zala
zra
‘tobacco pipe’
‘granary’
f. wUlU3.3 wrU3
3.2
32
i. éUla
*éra
‘take, borrow’
2.2
2.2
‘one’
j. áolo
*áro
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• ose roots in (9i,j) do not undergo vowel replacement, nor are they reducible to CCV.
• All other roots in (9) undergo both vowel replacement in object/plural contexts and
reduction to CCV.
• Unlike replacement, vowel reduction is not morphosyntactically conditioned.
• Reduction is conditioned by speech rate and social factors.

• Roots that undergo reduction/replacement tend to share certain phonological properties:
• C2 (consonant) is /l/ (or /m/ in a nasal root)
• V1 (vowel) and V2 are identical
• T1 (tone) and T2 are identical
• Not every root with these features is reducible, and not every reducible root has (some
subset o) these features; however, the more of the above features a given root shows, the
more likely it is to be reducible.
(10)

Factors inﬂuencing reducibility

Reducible
Total
Percent

T1=T2
269
614
43.8

C2=l
287
536
53.5

V1=V2
328
611
53.7

T&C2
145
244
59.4

T&V
208
339
61.4

C2&V
199
244
81.6

All
127
154
82.5

None
157
751
20.9

• Phonological features like those in (10) tend to cue which roots have weak versus strong
initial vowels; however, the eﬀect is not categorical, thus some information about strength
of encoding must be present lexically.
• I notate this diﬀerence in encoding strength on lexical items with superscripts, as described
above.
• Using the encoding strength terminology, we see the paerns in (11).
(11)

4

Distribution of replacement and ATR harmony by encoding strength
Strong vowels
Weak vowels
Object
No replacement, No harmony Replacement, No harmony
Plural
No replacement, Harmony
Replacement, Harmony
Passive (and others)
No replacement, Harmony
No replacement, Harmony
Nominalizer (and others) No replacement, No harmony No replacement, No harmony

A multiple-grammar constraint-based analysis
• ere are two obvious approaches to the vowel replacement facts:
1. suppletive allomorphy
2. multiple phonological grammars sensitive to lexical class and morphosyntactic construction
• I argue for the laer.
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Morphosyntactically conditioned cophonologies

• is section accounts for the morphosyntactic conditioning of vowel replacement, using a
multiple-grammar model of phonology (Lightner 1965; Kiparsky 1982; Orgun 1996; Inkelas
et al. 1997; Itô and Mester 1999; Bermúdez-Otero 1999; Kiparsky 2000; Anila 2002; Inkelas
and Zoll 2005, 2007; Kiparsky 2008).
• I propose that there are distinct phonological grammars, Cophonologies, triggered in the
environment of
• Object enclitics (vowel replacement, no harmony),
• Plural (vowel replacement, harmony),
• Passives (no replacement, harmony),
• and Nominalizers (no replacement, no harmony).
• Within each cophonology, the ranking of encoding-strength-sensitive faithfulness constraints determines whether replacement occurs for a given root.
4.1.1

Object enclitic cophonology

• Vowel replacement: In order to ensure replacement of root input vowels with a vowel identical to the object enclitic, I propose the use of Agreement by Projection (ABP) (proposed
by Hansson 2014, and illustrated in Lionnet 2016; Walker 2016).
• ABP constraints conﬂate the work of Agreement-by-Correspondence constraints C
and CCI[F] (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004) into a single constraint.
• Only those segments with a particular feature (here +syllabic), are evaluated, on a
separate tier from the rest of the word or phrase under consideration.
(12)

*[αF][βF][+syllabic]
A segment with some feature value may not directly precede another segment with
a diﬀerent feature value in the ordered set of output segments that are [+syllabic]
(i.e. vowels). Assign one violation for each pair of neighboring segments that meet
the criteria.

• e above constraint will penalize candidates whose vowels do not agree in phonological
features.
• is constraint must dominate an input-output identity constraint, (13).
(13)

IIO (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
Assign one violation for each output segment whose features diﬀer from the corresponding input segment.

• Object enclitic faithfulness: To ensure that the output vowels have the same features as
the object enclitic vowel and not the features of the root vowels, I propose using the I
P, (14) (McPherson and Heath 2016).
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(14)

IP(DP) (adapted from (McPherson and Heath 2016, 613))
Assign one violation if the phonological content of a DP phase is distinct in the
output from the input.

• Tone: Tone does not play a role in vowel replacement, so I leave it out of the tableaux
below. Subscripts on vowels represent input-output correspondence relationships.
(15)

IP, *[αF][βF][+syllabic] ≫ IIO

/bai laj =Ok /

IP

a. bai lak
b. bai lOk
c. bOi lOk

*!

*[αF][βF][+syllabic]

IIO
*

*!



*

• No vowel hiatus: In addition to ensuring correspondence between output root and enclitic
vowels, we need a constraint that prevents two vowels from surfacing next to each other
across a morpheme boundary.
(16)

*V+V
Assign one violation for every instance of two consecutive output vowels that correspond to two distinct input morphemes.

• A candidate could satisfy *V+V in two ways, either by failing to realize the ﬁnal root vowel
(which is the correct output), or the enclitic vowel.
• To avoid the laer repair, we need another constraint to ensure that if an input vowel is
the only exponent of some morpheme, it has some output realization.
(17)

RM (Samek-Lodovici 1993; Rose 1997; Walker 2000; Kurisu 2001)
Assign one violation for each input morpheme that is not phonologically realized
in the output.

(18)

Weak vowels in object contexts
R, *V+V, IP, *[αF][βF] ≫ IIO

/bai laj =Ok /
a. bai laj
b. bai laj Ok
c. bai lak
d. bai lOk
e. bOi lOk



R
*!

*V+V

IP

*!

*[αF][βF]

IIO

*
*!
*!
*

• While the tableau in (18) ensures vowel replacement in the context of a third-person object
enclitic, it will incorrectly predict vowel replacement in all roots, (19).
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• e root in (19), éUla3.2 , ‘take, borrow’, is not reducible to CCV, nor does it undergo vowel
replacement.
(19)

R, *V+V, IP, *[αF][βF] ≫ IIO

/éUi laj =Ok /
a. éUi laj
b. éUi laj Ok
c. éUi lUk
d. éUi lOk
e. / éOi lOk

R
*!

*V+V

IP

*!

*[αF][βF]
*
**

*!

IIO

*
*!
*

• e tableau in (19) predicts (19e), where vowel replacement has occurred, to be the winner.
• Instead, the output candidate is (19d), where the ﬁnal vowel of the root fails to surface,
satisfying *V+V, but the strongly encoded initial vowel of the root retains its input features.
• Faithfulness sensitive to degree of encoding strength: I propose an encoding-strengthsensitive constraint, (20), to ensure identity to strongly encoded input vowels (cf. Inkelas
2015).
(20)

IS
Assign one violation for each output segment that corresponds to a strongly encoded input segment, and whose features diﬀer from that corresponding input segment.

(21)

Strong vowels in object contexts
IS, R, *V+V, IP, *[αF][βF] ≫ IIO

/éUi laj =Ok /
a. éUi laj
b. éUi laj Ok
c. éUi lUk
d. éUi lOk
e. éOi lOk



IS

R
*!

*V+V

IP

*!

*[αF][βF]
*
**

*!

IIO

*
*

*!

*

• e ranking in (21) gets us the correct output for roots with strongly and weakly encoded
vowels in the environment of a third-person object enclitic.
• e same IS constraint can be used to prevent CVCV reduction to CCV in roots
with strongly encoded vowels.
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Reranking in other cophonologies

• e same constraints, with the addition of an ABP constraint speciﬁc to ATR harmony, (22),
derive (no) replacement in other morphosyntactic contexts.
(22)

*[αATR][βATR][+syllabic]
A segment with some value of the feature ATR may not directly precede another
segment with a diﬀerent ATR value in the ordered set of output segments that are
[+syllabic] (i.e. vowels). Assign one violation for each pair of neighboring segments
that meets the criteria.

• In plural contexts, where we see both replacement and ATR harmony, both the ATR harmony and general vowel agreement constraints are highly ranked:
(23)

Plural ranking
IS, *[αATR][βATR] ≫ R, *V+V, *[αF][βF] ≫ IIO

• In passive contexts, where we see ATR harmony but no replacement, the ATR constraint
must be ranked high, but the general vowel agreement constraint low.
(24)

Passive ranking
IS, *[αATR][βATR], R, *V+V ≫ IIO ≫ *[αF][βF]

• In nominalizing contexts, where we see neither ATR harmony nor replacement, both ABP
constraints must be ranked below the faithfulness constraints IS, IIO.
(25)

4.1.3

Nominalizing ranking
IS, R, *V+V, IIO ≫ *[αF][βF], *[αATR][βATR]

Summary of (non-)replacement cophonologies in Guébie

• We saw that RM and *V+V are ranked highly across the cophonologies discussed here.
• Reranking the faithfulness constraints IS, IIO diﬀerently with respect to the
Agreement-by-Projection constraints *[αATR][βATR][+syllabic] , *[αF][βF][+syllabic] , results
in four surface possibilities all found in Guébie morphophonology:
(26)

e distribution of harmony and replacement in Guébie
Harmony No harmony
Replacement
Plural
Objects
No replacement Passive
Nominalizer
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Against a suppletive allomorphy approa

• e alternative to a multiple-grammar approach to Guébie vowel replacement would be to
list multiple lexical items for each root that undergoes vowel replacement.
• Two such frameworks are
1. Distributed Morphology suppletive vocabulary insertion (Halle and Marantz 1993,
1994; Harley 2014)
2. Emergent Phonology (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 2012, 2015a,b)
• Such an analysis would require listing up to twelve distinct forms of each verb that undergoes vowel replacement in Guébie.
(27)

Lexically listed forms in an allomorphy approa
Unreduced Reduced
Default
jIla
jra
3sg.hum.obj
jOlO
jrO
3sg.obj
jElE
jrE
3sg.obj
jUlU
jrU
3sg.obj
jala
jra
3pl.obj
jIlI
jrI

• e listed forms are predictable given the default form of that verb, so a phonological approach seems preferable.
• Additionally, listing all allomorphs for each replaceable verb fails to make any phonological
connection among the set of verbs that undergo replacement.
• Verbs that undergo replacement also undergo reduction to CCV.
• Verbs that undergo replacement tend to share a set of phonological properties.
• Unlike a strength-of-encoding analysis where there is a phonological feature (weak encoding of V1) that unites replaceable roots, a suppletive analysis does not predict that replaceable roots should form a natural class, nor that the replacement should show the same
paern across roots.

5

Conclusion
• Vowel replacement of root vowels in Guébie is both lexically and morphosyntactically conditioned.
• It only occurs in the context of a third-person object enclitic or plural suﬃx.
• It only occurs roots containing weakly phonologically encoded initial vowels.
• Cophonology eory allows us to model the morphosyntactic conditioning of vowel replacement by reranking constraints based on morphosyntactic environment.
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• Faithfulness constraints sensitive to encoding strength, where weak encoding correlates
with weak faithfulness, allow us to model the lexical conditioning.
• is constraint is also used to model vowel reduction from CVCV to CCV, which occurs in the same set of roots.
• Take away: A model of the morphology/phonology interface must allow for both lexically
and morphosyntactically conditioned phonological phenomena.
• Cophonology eory and encoding strength work together to do just that.
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